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Permutation Trellis Codes
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Abstract—We introduce the new concept of permutation trellis
codes and present a generalized construction procedure, applying
our technique of distance-preserving mappings. Minimum-distance decoding follows naturally, using the Viterbi algorithm.
We furthermore investigate the performance of these codes when
combined with multitone frequency-shift keying modulation and
noncoherent detection in a diversity scheme, to make transmissions robust against narrowband, broadband, and background
noise disturbances, such as those encountered in power-line communications.
Index Terms—Channel coding, convolutional codes, frequencyshift keying (FSK), interference suppression.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HIS LETTER reports the results of a study on the construction of permutation trellis codes, as well as the performance of these new codes when combined with multitone
frequency-shift keying (M-FSK) on channels hampered by severe noise restrictions, such as those on the power-line communications (PLC) channel [1]–[3]. One application foreseen is a
very robust low speed (e.g., 2400 b/s) modem functioning within
a relatively wideband channel (e.g., within the 150-kHz bandwidth of the CENELEC PLC band [3]).
It is important to note that bandwidth is not the most important limitation here, but rather noise, and also not the widely
assumed additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), but rather an
unusual, unpredictable, and widely varying mixture of noise, including additive background noise, impulse noise, and permanent frequency disturbers [3]. The emphasis of our combined
coding and modulation scheme is thus on robustness, rather than
on data rate or bandwidth use.
A previous study of one of the authors [1] reported on the
robustness of permutation codes, specifically block codes,
when combined with M-FSK modulation on the PLC channel,
and also explained the assumptions and model in detail. Due
to length restrictions, we now only summarize the previous
material in the second part of this new letter.
In this letter, we specifically emphasize a new concept,
namely encoding with permutation trellis codes, and hence,
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Fig. 1. Encoding process for a distance-preserving permutation trellis code.

elected to present the corresponding material first. In the second
part, we discuss the decoding procedures, returning to PLC
channel issues. Finally, we present some performance results.
To start off, we now briefly present some coding preliminaries
and notation, also motivating our study of permutation trellis
codes.
The topics of permutation block codes and of permutation
arrays have been known and studied for some time, see, e.g.,
[4]–[7]. Permutation block codes, however, have the disadvantage that the construction of long block codes is a difficult mathematical problem. Furthermore, a general decoding algorithm is
not known. We thus introduce permutation trellis codes, which
overcome these disadvantages. First, the following definition.
Definition 1: A permutation code
consists of
codedifwords of length , where every codeword contains the
ferent integers
as symbols.
denote the cardinality of the code. The cardinality of
Let
permutation block codes is upper bounded by [1], [7]
(1)
Some code constructions for block codes with
can be found in, e.g., [5] and [8]. However, no results on permutation trellis codes could be found in the literature, prior to
our preliminary results in [9]. Note that we now use the same
general code construction and main ideas as in [10]. We here
deepen and expand on both the analytical and numerical results
in [9], and also present for the first time some performance results. Perhaps the most important result of our work is a generalized construction procedure for new trellis codes capable of
achieving various coding rates, constraint lengths, and free distances, and with complexity commensurate with that of binary
convolutional codes.
II. CONSTRUCTION OF PERMUTATION
TRELLIS CODES: AN EXAMPLE
The trellis-code construction principle, using our distance-preserving mapping technique (also applied in [10]), can
be explained by referring to Fig. 1.
The mapping table in Fig. 1 maps the output binary -tuple
convolutional code (henceforth
code symbols from an
called the base code) into integer -tuples, which in this letter
are codewords from a permutation code. The key idea is to find
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for this code is known to determine the free distance [11], have
steps. It is, thus, easy to see that
for the
length
code obtained after the mapping. This example in fact
represents a distance-increasing map.
Note that the same mapping can be applied to any
convolutional base code. By using more powerful base codes,
we can easily construct more powerful trellis codes, achieving
larger free distances.
III. GENERALIZATION OF HAMMING DISTANCE MAPPINGS

Fig. 2. State systems. (a) Convolutional base code. (b) Permutation trellis
code.

an ordered subset of
-tuples, out of the full set of permu), such that the Hamming
tation -tuples (with cardinality
distance between any two permutation -tuples is at least as
large as the distance between the corresponding convolutional
code’s output -tuples which are mapped onto them. This property was previously called distance preserving in [10], since the
Hamming distance of the base code is at least conserved, and
may sometimes even be increased in the resulting trellis code.
To illustrate this idea, we first present an example. We use
the simple, “generic textbook example” four-state, binary
convolutional code with octal generators 5
and 7 (see, e.g., [11]) as base code. At the output of the encoder,
we can map the set of binary 2-tuple code symbols {00, 01, 10,
11} onto a set of permutation -tuples {231, 213, 132, 123}.
The corresponding state systems appear in Fig. 2. Note that, in
general, the information transmission rate of the resulting perbits per channel use.
mutation trellis-coded scheme will be
The property of distance preserving can be verified by setting
and
. We here represent
up the matrices
the base code’s 2-b binary output code symbols with integers.
be the Hamming distance between the binary
Briefly, let
. The key
code symbols and , where
to the code-construction technique is then to find an ordered
permutation -tuples such that
, for all
subset of
, where
is the Hamming distance between the th and
th -tuples in the subset.
For our example code in Fig. 2

and

(2)

Here, since
for all
, the map of {00,
01, 10, 11} onto {231, 213, 132, 123} guarantees an increase
of one unit of distance per step between any two unremerged
paths in the trellis diagram of the resulting permutation trellis
code, when comparing it with the base code.
For the base code in our example,
before the mapping. The shortest remerging paths in the trellis diagram, which

Prompted by the distance increase that we observed in our
example in Section II, we expand and generalize our previous
concept of a distance-preserving mapping in [10].
Definition 2: Distance-Conserving Mappings (DCMs): A
DCM only guarantees conservation of the base code’s free
, while for all
distance. Hence, for at least one
other
.
Following the example in the previous section, we can now
formally introduce a distance-increasing mapping.
Definition 3: Distance-Increasing Mappings (DIMs): A
DIM guarantees that the resulting trellis code’s distance will
always have some increase above the base code’s free distance,
for all
.
for any base code. Hence,
In order to complete our generalization, we finally introduce
a controlled distance-reducing mapping, which yields a trellis
code having a distance lower than that of the base code, although
the distance decrease is controlled.
Definition 4: Distance-Reducing Mappings (DRMs): A
DRM has a distance loss which is guaranteed to be not more
than a fixed amount per step between any two unremerged paths
in the trellis diagram of the resulting trellis code, i.e., for at
, and for all other
,
least one
where here is some small positive integer.
Note that one type of DRM with which the distance decrease
can be readily controlled is the class which only allows distance
, and which has
. For
reduction to occur when
example, for some convolutional base codes, the free distance
occurs between the shortest remerging paths, or stated more formally mathematically (see, e.g., [11, p. 114]), for these codes,
the free distance is equal to the first-order row distance. Using
such a base code, the free distance of the resulting trellis code
is then lower bounded by
(3)
where is the length (number of steps) of the shortest remerging
paths in the trellis diagram.
We obtained and present, in the next section and in Table I,
some explicit examples of mappings.
IV. MAPPINGS TO CONSTRUCT PERMUTATION
TRELLIS CODES WITH
Convolutional codes of rate
suffice for
many practical applications and often have decoder implementations of acceptable complexity. Consequently, we restricted
this investigation to mappings intended to be used with base
codes of these rates.
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TABLE I
SOME DISTANCE PRESERVING MAPPINGS Q(M; n;  )
CONSTRUCTING PERMUTATION TRELLIS CODES

FOR

, by using an
base code with as large as
possible. We thus obtained mappings, involving a subset of
-digit permutation codewords from the full set of
permutation codewords, where we maximize , by letting
(4)
where
represents the floor function.
, we then use
Note that for
base codes with
, otherwise it will be impossible to
and
find a DCM. This is due to the fact that
, thus we cannot find a DCM if
. [Note
also that for
, the highest
that can be achieved
base code with
is reduced by
using an
less than 6% from the value, as in (4).]
We next obtain explicit mappings for the values of
. In all our mappings, we assume the same
ordering, i.e., a mapping from binary symbols represented with
onto the subset of -tuples that we present.
for our mappings.
We now introduce the notation
and are as defined previously, while represents
Here,
or the upper
the lower bound on the distance increase
per step in the trellis
bound on the distance reduction
.
diagram. For a DCM,
We start with
and
. Any mapping will at least
, while for permube distance-conserving, since
. Several distance-intation block codes,
creasing maps, similar to the one in Section III, can easily be
. Stating our result from Secfound by inspection for
tion II
(5)
For larger values of , we can revert to the tree search, as in
[10], or to recursive procedures.
, many different mappings can be found by tree
For
search. We present the following distance-conserving map,
using 16 out of the possible 24 permutation code symbols, and
found by the tree search as an example

(6)

We are first interested in obtaining DCMs, thus extending our
previous work on such mappings in [10]. Furthermore, we set
, in order
out to find one mapping for each
degrees of frequency diversity with
to exploit up to
M-FSK, as explained in the next section.
and , we intended
For small values of , namely
to maximize the resulting permutation trellis code’s rate,

For still larger values of , we can use some map for
as a core mapping or “kernel,” and easily extend it recursively.
This recursion can be briefly explained as follows.
-tuples can be ordered following
The set of binary
normal lexicography, i.e., setting up the standard table of
-bit binary numbers. Note that the first
-bit binary
numbers are obtained by prefixing the set of -bit binary numbers with a most significant bit (MSB) 0, and the second
-bit binary numbers by prefixing the set of binary -bit binary
numbers with an MSB 1. This table can thus be partitioned according to the prefix bit into two subsets, each containing
elements. Within each subset, the intrasubset distance between
matrix, and stays the
elements is determined by the
same. However, the binary prefixes of 0 and 1 account for an
additional one unit of distance between two elements from the
two different subsets.
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As stated, for
and , we maximize with
, which, in fact, yields
, while for
,
, since for
, using
we also use
will lead to
, making it impossible to find a DCM. Consequently, once we have found a map for some , we can ex-tuples, in the
tend the -tuples to obtain a map for
same way that the set of binary -tuples is extended into the set
of binary
-tuples. We thus use two subsets in , each
ordered the same as the map for , and furthermore, let each
subset have a different prefix.
For our permutation
-tuples, we can prefix the first
. We can then choose one of the intesubset with the integer
as prefix for the second subset, and replace it with
gers
inside each -tuple. Note that this procedure will
integer
account for an additional two units of distance between two elements from different subsets. The intradistance within a subset is
not changed. Using this recursive procedure and the map in (6),
with prefixes
we obtained distance-conserving maps for
with prefixes 6 and 3, for
with pre5 and 4, for
fixes 7 and 2, and for
with prefixes 8 and 1.
Up to now, we have emphasized DCMs in order to achieve a
for the resulting permutation trellis code.
high-rate
Such codes may then be considered for channels where bandwidth use is important. In other applications, it may be possible to lower the information rate or use more bandwidth in
order to obtain either more robustness against interference, or
the reduced Viterbi decoder complexity which results when is
smaller. On these channels, it is possible to start the design of a
mapping with a smaller set of permutation -tuples, having a
. In this way, a code with a lower rate , but with
larger
, may be obtained. Here we can use code books
a higher
from, e.g., [1] and [8]. We give the following
with good
two examples.
For
and
, we constructed a DIM as follows.
Refer back to the matrix , of which an example is given in
, that is,
, will always
(2). The maximum values of
appear on the skew diagonal. For
, there are four pairs of
.
3-b binary tuples which yield these maximum-valued
permutation code book in
Consider now the
. In this code book, we can find four
[1], which has
pairs of permutation codewords with Hamming distance
for each pair, and map the four pairs of 3-b binary tuples with
in
onto them. In the matrix, all other
if
, since the code book has
, while in , the
corresponding
. Any permutation trellis code obtained
by using this mapping will show an increase of at least one unit
of distance per step above the convolutional base code, since
will correspond to all the maximum-valued
,
while for all other
.
For
and
, we can proceed in a similar way,
code book from [8] with
starting with an
, and find eight pairs of permutation codewords with
Hamming distance
for each pair. We can thus obtain an
matrix such that
will correspond to
, while
. We thus obtain a distance
for all other
increase of two units per step.
Finally, we investigate DRMs to better exploit available band. First, for
and
, we conwidth when
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structed a DRM with a loss of distance of at most one. Comparing the and matrices indicates that 14% of the elements
showed a distance loss of one. Furthermore, 73% of the elements
showed an increase of one or more. The same structure of the
binary code was mostly used in the permutation code for this
mapping, though some fine-tuning was necessary by trial and
error. By using the same prefix method as described previously,
values. This has been
other DRMs can be obtained for larger
verified for
mapped onto
.
are sumAll results obtained in this section for
marized in Table I. Due to space limitations, we do not explicitly
give the DCMs for
and or DRMs for
:
it is easy to write these down, starting with the mappings with
and applying the recursion described above.
We now show that the above concerns are of lesser importance, since first, the best mapping may vary from base code to
base code, and second, the difference in performance between
different mappings for one base code is not pronounced.
V. COMPARING DISTANCE-PRESERVING MAPPINGS
AND BASE CODE DEPENDENCIES
Experience in this study, as well as in [10], indicated that if
one example of a distance-preserving mapping can be found,
a multitude of mappings usually exists. When comparing
different mappings, the optimal distance-preserving mapping
amongst these for a specific base code can be defined as the
mapping for which globally, the best free distance in the resulting trellis code is obtained. This opens the questions of
choosing the best mapping, as well as the difference in coding
performance obtained when using a nonoptimal mapping. Our
experience indicated that it might be a very difficult mathematical study, or a computationally intractable computer search, to
find an optimal mapping for large values of .
The particular base code selected plays a role in the effectiveness of a distance-preserving mapping. The dependence of
convolutional codes on the rate, constraint length, and generator
polynomials results in differences in trellis structure from one
convolutional code to another. This also implies that one particular distance-preserving mapping will not always be optimal for
every convolutional base code.
Base-code dependencies can be equalized to a degree by
evenly distributing the Hamming distance increment/decrepermutation -tuples above/below
ment achieved by the
the -tuples of the base code. This will ensure that the increase/decrease in Hamming distance will be distributed evenly
throughout the trellis structure when using any convolutional
base code, in spite of structural differences between different
base codes. In this way, a mapping can be found which performs similarly for many different base codes, and which may
be near-optimal for several base codes. For this reason, we call
such mappings near-optimal mappings.
It is interesting to note that DCMs from binary vectors to
permutations were also investigated by Chang et al. [12] after
the initial concept was first presented in [9]. However, our performance simulations showed that the mappings found by employing the recursion method in [12] for
and thus, a
higher value of , are not optimal.
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Fig. 3. Bit-error rate (BER) for background noise error probability comparing
different mappings, M = 4, R = 1=4 base code. (See Section VII for
probabilistic channel model.)

Fig. 4. BER for background noise error probability comparing different
mappings, M = 5, R = 4=5 base code. (See Section VII for probabilistic
channel model.)

After much experimentation, computer searches, and an empirical procedure based on the idea of set partitioning, we found
the following examples of alternative near-optimal mappings:

mappings found by recursion may not be optimal, the performance graphs in Figs. 3 and 4 indicate that their performance
is close enough to those of near-optimal mappings.

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

is equivalent to the one
The near-optimal mapping
used in [12]. Using the above new mappings, a comparison with
from Table I is plotted for a channel with background
noise (refer to Section VII) in Fig. 3, using an
convolutional code as a base code. It is evident from
Fig. 3 that the performance differences are small.
punctured convoluIn Fig. 4, an
tional code was used as a base code for comparing
from Table I, the above
, and the
mapping
found in [12]. The performance graphs in Fig. 4 are plotted for
mapping
the same type of channel, and shows that the
published in [12] is not optimal, as we stated above. This
indicates that any near-optimal mapping has to be obtained by
starting the search process from scratch. However, although

VI. PERMUTATION TRELLIS CODES
COMBINED WITH -ARY FSK
We now investigate combining our permutation trellis codes
with -ary FSK modulation for application in channels with
narrowband, broadband, and background noise disturbances.
The power-line communication (PLC) channel is an example
of such a channel. For a discussion of the various types of noise
that prevail on PLC channels, refer, e.g., to [2] and [3]. Related
previous work involving permutation block codes was reported
in [1].
Constant envelope signal modulation, such as -ary FSK,
allows a transmitter’s power amplifier to operate at or near
saturation levels. We show that a combination of -ary FSK
modulation and permutation coding can provide for a constant
envelope modulation signal, frequency spreading to avoid bad
parts of the frequency spectrum, and time spreading to facilitate
correction of frequency disturbances and impulse noise simultaneously. Frequency disturbances like narrowband noise are
permanent over a long period of time, and of great importance in
communication systems. On the other hand, impulse noise may
put energy in larger parts of the spectrum in use for a short period.
In an -ary FSK modulation scheme, symbols are modulated as one of the sinusoidal waves described by

(11)
and
is the signal energy per moduwhere
lated symbol. The signals are orthogonal, and for noncoherent
Hz, this being
reception, the frequencies are spaced by
the transmission rate. To avoid abrupt switching from one frequency to another, the information-bearing signal may modulate a single carrier whose frequency is changed continuously
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(CPFSK). The demodulation may be accomplished using
correlators, two per signal waveform. The “classical” noncoenvelopes, and outputs as esherent demodulator detects
timate for the transmitted frequency the one that corresponds
to the largest envelope. This makes the demodulation process
simple and independent from the channel attenuation.
However, there are several channel disturbances that degrade
the performance:
• the “classical” noncoherent demodulation is not optimum in case of a simplified model of a frequency-selective channel, see [13];
• narrowband noise may cause single large envelopes to
occur at the demodulator output;
• impulse noise has a broadband character and could lead
to a multiple of large envelopes.
To be able to handle the above types of noise processes, we
propose to “modify” the demodulator in such a way that the
detected envelopes can be used in the decoding process of permutation trellis codes. For this, every envelope detector
, is followed by a threshold . A practical value for a re. For values above the
ceived symbol energy could be
threshold, we output a one, otherwise, a zero. Hence, instead of
outputs per transa single demodulator output, we now have
thus leads
mitted symbol. A transmitted codeword of length
binary outputs. These outputs are placed in a binary
to
matrix
, where indicates the output of the
detector for frequency (symbol ) and
, the position or time in the codeword.
symbols from a permutation
The trellis encoder outputs
codeword that belong to the particular transition in the trellis.
-ary symbols are transmitted in time as the correThe
sponding frequencies, and thus, the transmitted signal has a
constant envelope.
for every reThe modified demodulator outputs a matrix
ceived
symbols. For example, suppose that the permutation
trellis encoder outputs the four-vector (4, 1, 2, 3). For a noiseless channel, the matrix

(12)

occurs at the output of the “modified” demodulator. Every permutation codeword corresponds to a unique matrix
.
, or a narAn impulsive noise component at time instant
, and
rowband disturbance at frequency , corrupts
may result in
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for
The permutation block decoder compares the
every codeword with the output of the “modified” demodulator and outputs the codeword that leads to a minimum number
of differences (minimum distance). The complexity of decoding
grows with the number of codewords. To reduce the decoding
complexity, we use the Viterbi decoding algorithm for the permutation trellis codes.
In the trellis diagram, every transition between states corresponds to a codeword from the permutation code, and thus a
. The trellis decoder compares the particparticular
with the output of the “modified” demodulator,
ular
and outputs the number of differences (Hamming distance) for
the transition. We call this the transition or branch metric in the
Viterbi decoding process. More specifically, the branch metric
is computed as
(14)
where represents the binary AND operation,
are the elematrix representing the branch, and
ments in the
are the elements in the
matrix, representing the output
of the “modified” demodulator. The Viterbi decoder gives as
an output the path in the trellis that has the minimum overall
number of differences. An error event may occur if for a transmitted path in the trellis, the overall number of differences with
the demodulator outputs is larger than or equal to that of a competing path. Note that the number of differences for a transition
minus the number of agreements. Thus, equivalently, we
is
can state that an error event may occur if the number of agreements of the correct path is less than or equal to that of a competing path. The minimum number of differences between any
.
two paths is called the free distance
We now describe the influence of the different noise types on
the decoding process.
• Impulse noise: Due to the broadband character, impulse
noise may cause the demodulator to output the presence
of all frequencies in a column (an all-one column) of .
An incorrect path thus has an agreement at the particular
time instant (column). Depending on the signaling rate,
more columns may be affected.
• Permanent narrowband noise: A permanent disturbance
(narrowband noise) present at the subchannel for fremay lead to a matrix , where row is an
quency
all-one row. Since every incorrect transition in the trellis
with exactly one agreehas a corresponding
ment in the particular row , the number of agreements
for each of these transitions is increased by one.
• Background noise: Degrades performance by introducing unwanted (called insertions) demodulator outputs or by causing the absence (called deletion) of a
transmitted frequency in the demodulator output. The
transmitted codeword (4, 1, 2, 3) for a particular transition may lead to the matrix

(13)
(15)
respectively.
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where we have an instant of background noise at
and
, respectively. An insertion may increase
the number of agreements for an incorrect transition by
one (decreasing the number of differences by one). A
deletion increases the number of differences (metric) of
the correct transition, or the incorrect transition, as well,
by one.
When comparing two trellis paths that are different in poerrors of type impulse or background noise still
sitions,
allow correct decoding. However, for two paths of length , the
narrowband noise may increase the number of agreements for
the incorrect path by . As long as plus the number of errors
of the previous type is less than , the Viterbi decoder gives the
correct output. It is, therefore, important to have permutation
trellis codes with a large free distance.
VII. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
As stated previously, a PLC channel may have an unpredictable and widely varying mixture of noise components, including additive background noise, impulse noise, and permanent frequency disturbers [3]. This may vary from channel to
channel, and also, within the same channel, there may be a dependency on time of day or other longer term time variations.
Consequently, there is no widely agreed upon “benchmark test”
for new coding and modulation schemes such as the one for bandlimited AWGN channels.
However, we obtained some representative results by using
a simple model, which generates errors in the received matrix
according to certain error parameters. The error parameters were
assumed to be equal for all frequency subbands. The different
types of noise are generated as follows.
• Impulse noise: Each time slot in
has a certain
probability of resulting in an impulse noise. If an impulse
disturbance occurs, the entire corresponding column in
the matrix would have ones as elements. This is similar
to the model of a binary symmetric channel (BSC) when
bits.
each time slot is seen as an element for
• Permanent narrowband noise: This type of noise is generated by permanently letting a one output occur in a frewould have
quency slot. The effect is that all
ones in the row that corresponds to the chosen frequency.
• Background noise: Each element in
has a certain probability of being in error. Thus, a received one
has a probability of changing to a zero and vice versa.
This is similar to the model of a BSC.
Three different DCM codes, covering a fairly wide range of
, an
base code parameters [11], were investigated. For
convolutional code was used as a
,
base code, using the mapping discussed previously. For
an
convolutional code was used as
, an
a base code. Last, for
punctured convolutional code was used as a base code. For
comparison, the equivalent uncoded data was sent at the same
rate as the overall system for each case, respectively.
Simulation results are presented in Figs. 5–7. It can be seen
that for all three interference and noise scenarios studied, our

Fig. 5. BER for background noise.

Fig. 6.

BER for impulse noise.

Fig. 7. BER for permanent frequency noise and background noise.

new permutation trellis codes offer a significant performance
improvement over uncoded communications. Decoded BER improvements are dependent on the codes’ free distances, as can
be expected.
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inspired by [9], a mathematical theory to construct or enumerate
DCMs, similar to those that we constructed with the simple excursion, was developed and very recently published in [12].
With this letter, we presented and applied a code-construction
procedure capable of constructing powerful permutation trellis
codes, and also gave several explicit results for DCM, DIM,
and DRM mappings. By using our construction procedure and
the explicit mappings, future researchers can take advantage of
the many results on, and vast literature covering, good convolutional codes.
In communications systems, our new permutation trellis
codes can be applied in a modulation/coding scheme using
M-FSK modulation. The scheme is very robust and simple to
implement, and is, thus, attractive for application in PLC. Some
simulation results, giving an indication of the performance of
the scheme, were also presented.
Fig. 8. BER for background noise, comparing DIM, DCM, and DRM.
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No results on permutation trellis codes preceding our preliminary work in [9] could be found in the literature. Subsequently,
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